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Editor’s Notes
Welcome to our final and sixth issue of 
2021, the ICTA newsletter, ”FARES”.  

Free of charge, feel free to print this 
Newsletter and place in your own binder. 
Please feel free to forward to all your 
Checker friends and share the fun. 

This Newsletter is a little different, this 
writer tried to create a more dynamic E-
Newsletter to wrap up the year.  This issue 
is a multi-media issue.  Meaning, that not 
only is the Newsletter textual, but many of 
the articles are linked directly other 
relevant blogs or videos found on our 
Youtube channel or other websites. Most 
of the classified ads are linked to various
web linked ads found on Facebook.

Additionally,  The show coverage and
show journey articles are linked to 
Youtube videos.  The diecast article is
linked to four blogs on the ICTA 
website.

In this issue,  you’ll also find three 
updates on restorations.  ICTA 
members Joe Dollard and Brad 
Denning’s Checker projects are 
showcased.  This writer also presents 
an article documenting the salvage of 
a 1952 Checker A4.

Special thanks to Tom Schwartz and 
Emerson Zentz for putting on a great 
event back in September.  Full 
coverage can be found in this issue.

Please enjoy issue: volume 7 issue 6

. 

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949, 1950, 1952,  & 

1957  Checkers

Cover Photo: Uncle Johnny's 

1940 Checker Model A! Dec. 23, 
1945. Source EBay purchase



Back in March, ICTA member Joe Dollard posted the 
following:

Big news for our old friend! The beloved Checker went 
to the Austin Speed Shop today for some modern 
updates and love. Entire front suspension will be 
replaced with an IFS, rack and pinion steering, disc 
brakes, and rear end replacement with a Ford 9″. The 
car will also be lowered about 3″. Fuel injection will be 
added along with a new high pressure fuel pump in the 
tank. Interior will be gutted for a new tan leather 
interior instead of our old funky blue vinyl. Body will be 
refreshed and resprayed with a fresh coat of black.

Here’s Joe’s most photographic update with 
narratives. Joe’s clearly performing an highend, 
restoration and the result will be something to be 
proud of. The following is from Joe’s most recent 
update.

Car was dropped almost 3″ in the front and back. It 
still isn’t very low as it was way up in the air before. 
New smoothie 16″ rims to replace the old 15″ with a 
baby moon. Rim will be painted a tan to match the 
interior. Also, we are going to paint the middle of the 
side trim tan.
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Joe Dollard Checker Update
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New stance on the back. Almost the entire wheel used to show.

Trailer hitch installed so we can tow the windsurfing trailer. It’s a 
Drawtite hitch that was modified to fit the frame.



He covered the front dash in leather and did some beautiful stitching along the front. He also custom made 
some new defrost vents.
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New leather interior going in courtesy of Zach Black, Custom Upholstery. He is an artist with a sewing 
machine and is blowing us away with his work. We ordered an entirely new front seat and he sculpted in 
foam and then covered it in leather.



Back armrests were refoamed and covered in leather. Rear package tray was made new and he sculpted a nice, raised area for the speakers.
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The Joe Dollard Project 
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Very nice, German wool carpet. The carpet we 
had before was fuzzy and loose.

New wool headliner. The picture isn’t very good but 
it’s really soft, quiet, and luxurious.

Trunk was redone with 
the wool carpet on the 
sides and a removable 
piece of aviation 
material on the bottom 
so we can unsnap it and 
remove it for cleaning.

Dash is being painted black to match the car. The old interior was 
blue. The new interior will be black and tan. Old radio opening was 
too big and I had to use a big, ugly plastic plate to close it up. They 
welded a piece back in and cut a new opening to fit my radio. Also
the a/c vents used to be blocked off and unused. My old a/c was a 
big underdash unit that had it’s own fan. The new unit is up and 
inside the dash and will blow out the dash. New little ball vents will 
be mounted in the holes and new controls will be fitted in the dash.
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Dobbs Autobody is a family-owned 
business which has been serving 
the community for over six 
decades. Brad Denning took over 
the business twenty years ago and 
has continued to build one of the 
finest reputations in collision repair 
services in the area. We have been 
watching the progress on his two 
door Checker for a number years.

We have an update. Brad recently 
posted a video on Youtube. Its 
clear that Brad is rounding the 
corner and entering the final 
stretch. Here’s a recent video of 
the custom Checker

https://youtu.be/P_aGEJsy3ZU

Checker Two Door Sedan 
Update

https://youtu.be/P_aGEJsy3ZU


As all Checker owners know, its getting harder and harder to procure Checker parts. Since all the major Checker parts sellers have closed shop, Checker 
owners have to become more flexible and more importantly resourceful.

This writer has been very blunt, if you want to keep your Checker on the road, its vital that: you have all the necessary parts interchange documents 
put together by Steve Wilson at Checker Motors Corp. forty years ago. Additionally, if you have the space in your yard or property, Checker owners 
might want to consider buying a Checker parts car.
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Salvaging the Checker 1952 Checker A4
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As a collector of pre 1958 Checkers, this collector has built a 
large inventory stash. Back in around 2005, I was able to 
buy all of Ben Merkel’s A9/A8 parts inventory for fair price.

Back is 2010, Connecticut Superior Judge and Checker 
collector Mike Riley found a 1952 Checker Model A4 
junker, Mike contact me and a deal was eventually made to 
secure the car. The junk Checker has been vital in the 
restoration of my 1950 Checker A4.

To date, the junk Checker has provided three core sub-
assemblies for my Checker A4 and A3. The front bumpers 
were salvaged and restored by Finishing Touch Chrome in 
Chicago, back in 2015. This past summer, the entire taxicab 
driver divider was salvaged and restored for use in the 
A3. The driver bucket seat is currently in an upholstery shop 
for use in the A3.

In early October, the Checker junker provided a full rear 
luggage rack for the Checker A4. This is the only known 
surviving A4 rack produced by Checker known to exist. In 
addition to being added to the restored A4, it was also used to 
take metrics, so the Checker Boys in Finland can fabricate and 
new rack for the recently restored A2.

Working on a rusted junk Checker has its challenges. Perhaps 
the biggest challenge is rusted bolts. Virtually impossible to 
crank off, they typically have to be ground out using a power 
grinder. Additionally, many of the parts removed are 
substandard and have to be refurbished. .
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Overall, the effort is a lot harder than just going down to a parts 
store and picking up new parts. That said, the self-satisfaction is 
very gratifying when the project is complete.

The video below documents three days of effort required to 
salvage the rack

Checker Cab A4 Rear Luggage Rack Salvage – YouTube

Above, The A4 circa 1990 photo by Ben Merkel

Left, The A4 circa 2021 with the salvaged 
Luggage rack. photo by Joe Fay

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgG4e_Ee3_0&t=49s
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The ICTA website has been running now for about six years, we at the 
ICTA are very proud of the fact that this site has become the definitive 
“go to” site for Checker automobile information. At just shy of 20K 
internet “hits” a month, no other Checker Cab based website 
compares.

Our content ranges from Checker history, used car sales, technical 
information and for Checkers big and small. Beyond the real world 
this site has also served the needs of the smaller (less than 1/1) scale 
Checker enthusiasts. Case in point, diecast Checkers.

Over the last couple of years, it’s become clear that two major diecast 
manufacturers (Greenlight & Brekina) have used our ICTA website as 
a means of sourcing ideas for new diecast Checker issues to market.

Some of our most popular blogs have been used as a source for 
diecast, case in point our “Checker Police Cars, Just The Facts Ma’am” 
blog of 2017.

Checker Police Cars, Just The Facts Ma’am – Internet Checker 
Taxicab Archive (icta.club)

The ICTA’s Impact on Diecast Models

The original photo was submitted by ICTA member 
Jenny Reyes back in 2015 via our Facebook group.

The original photo was submitted by ICTA member Jenny 
Reyes back in 2015 via our Facebook group.

http://www.icta.club/checker-police-cars-just-facts-mam/


Unfortunately, Brekina used a black and white photo from our blog. The real 
Saugus Police Checker was painted in the 80’s era Boston market navy blue 
and white scheme. This was a very popular paint scheme in the Boston and 
Metro West area from late 70’s through the earlier 90’s,

Brekina
Saugus, Mass Police



The new Seattle Checker cab introduced by Brekina in 1/87 scales comes 
from a series of photos found on our ICTA website “Seattle Classic Cab” 
blog. The photos were submitted by ICTA Member Kaela Petkovits the 
daughter of company founder.

Brekina Seattle 
Classic Cab



Although the Brekina model was issues as a Checker A11, the unique paint scheme is clearly 
modeled after ICTA member Douglas Klauck’s Checker Model A8, which can be found in the 
following blog:

Checker Survivors Part 4 , 1950-1958 - Internet Checker Taxicab Archive (icta.club)

Brekina
Red/White

http://www.icta.club/checker-survivors-part-4-1950-1958/


Our UPS blog written back in 2019, was clearly the inspiration of the recent 
Greenlight 1/64 Diecast model

.

Checker Cab and the UPS Package Car - Internet Checker Taxicab Archive 
(icta.club)

Greenlight UPS

http://www.icta.club/checker-cab-and-the-ups-package-car/


This writer has been focused on “Non Yellow” Checker NYC cabs for a very long time. The 
blog below was clearly the source from the new Greenlight Checker issue.

You searched for checker green and yellow - Internet Checker Taxicab Archive (icta.club)

Greenlight NYC

http://www.icta.club/?s=checker+green+and+yellow


A Big thank you to ICTA members 
Tom & Heather Schwartz and 
Emerson & Rachel Zentz for hosting 
the Midwest Bus Museum’s first 
annual open house.

About the Midwest Bus Museum: 
The Midwest Bus Museum was 
incorporated in January of 2020 with 
the purpose of preserving bus 
transportation history with an 
emphasis on North American school 
buses.
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Midwest Bus Museum and ICTA 
Meet Up
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The show started off at the Bus Museum at 10:00 am and then 
migrated to The Illinois Railway Museum in Union, Illinois. A long day 
of fun, the Rail Museum closed at about midnight.

At the bus museum, visiting ICTA members were able to admire 
classic Checker Cabs, Transit buses and school buses. A lunch was 
provided as well as complimentary bus rides. The museum, showed 
their best equipment and encouraged all to take rides.

At the Illinois Rail Museum, ICTA members had free rein of the entire 
museum grounds. We were all able to enjoy, steam and diesel 
passenger train rides, trolley and electric train rides, diesel transit 
bus and trolley bus rides through out the evening. A dinner was 
provided at the Railway picnic grounds. The entire cost for the day 
was a reasonalble $15.00.

A total of about thirty people participated in the event. Beyond the Schwartz and Zentz, other ICTA members included Ben 
Merkel, Joe Fay and Steve & Jennifer Fiorenzo and family. Special credit goes to Al Shultz for making the Checkers shine!

Perhaps the best way to get a sense of the event is to check out the recently posted Youtube video.
Midwest Bus Museum ICTA Meetup - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhRF7blbRiU&t=1384s
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A big crew showed up for Sunday breakfast! Tom Schwartz waving!The kids, Jennifer Fiorenze, Heather Schwartz and Steve Fiorenzo

Emerson & Rachel ZentzFrom the Checker Losers Club Joe Fay & Ben Merkel



It was a valiant attempt at driving a 
1958 Checker Cab Model A8 
Drivermatic Special, but it just 
wasn’t meant to be. After over 250 
miles the newly rebuild 
transmission failed. That said, it 
was still a fun trip in the Checker 
and documented in the video 
below.

The Checker was pickup up from 
Ogden Motor Cars and shipped 
back to Earl Brothers Transmission 
in Maumee, Ohio the following 
Monday 

Enjoy the video. Links to Youtube

Checker Cab Model A8 Failed Trip -
YouTube
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Checker Cab Lake 
Geneva Trip Fail

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z1B5Hs5Friw&t=26s


Rocket Surgery 1978 Checker 
Marathon by Zap Rowsdower

I’ve had my fun, time to build something new.

Small block Chevy 350, Vortec heads, air gap manifold, 
mated to a Ford (yes really) wide ratio 4spd 
toploader. Suspension is stock-ish, with added roll bars 
and different springs, it’s been lowered a few inches. It 
handles pretty well for what it is: a 4000lb whale.

It should pass tech after you replace the expired 
belts. Fire system included.

Runs and drives, titled, 2 kirkey seats with belts. It has 
passed emissions in the past (has cats), though at the 
moment it’s in as-last-raced condition (2019), meaning 
it’s running a little rough, and rich. An afternoon of 
twiddling and some fresher gas should improve things 
greatly. The classic plates just expired and I feel more 
interested in the next project than continuing this one.

What does it need? Well either everything or not much 
depending on your perspective. There’s hp to be had with a 
few changes, like getting rid of the log manifolds. The 
brakes are adequate in the current configuration. The Dana 
44 rear has 3.07 gears, you could probably go for 3.5ish 
without spinning the small block into the non-endurance 
zone. I’ve done about half the work on a front brake 
upgrade to 13″ rotors, those parts are included. Or you can 
put the car on a diet, add big power, and watch the gas 
gauge plummet (Currently drinks about 9-10gal/hr, I can 
almost get to 2hrs before starvation issues slow you down).
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/145497838799022/user/1060099951/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUJdL76hFr-I6szYmkuGb59d-e2JRQbCUT_LYmUxErAr2T1wkPEj_PqAco77ymFW9LFEIl6K-_HfsSH7AHzBKT5PiCOuZhDYtR73itWZBJ41ecivqsng6uI4yoYBMFA5y7lerZQwIKHBvPDMXZaVuWl&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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It’s a fun car to toss around. I will forever remember 
drifting it through the carousel at Sonoma with the 
(cough not cheaty cough) engine that I used to have in it, 
side by side with Spank’s Eldorado.

The thing gets stupid amounts of attention on the street 
too. You will be hailed. It’s good for beginners. It would 
be perfect for novices with an automatic trans and a 
brake upgrade. If you would prefer auto, I think I have 
the proper long tail TH400 for it. Even with a cage it still 
seats 5 people comfortably and you can cruise in it. It’s 
wrinkly and ugly, but that’s part of the appeal.
It’s in Denver. If you’ve got skills, you can probably drive 
it home without too much drama, I hope, maybe, no 
promises.

-Though I wouldn’t recommend Wyoming in December 
(if you know, you know)

Rocket Surgery Racing Checker Marathon at High 
Plains Raceway – YouTube

Contact ZAP via email Rvs72@yahoo.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILPzDmZViuQ


If you don’t access now, it’s your own fault!!!!!!!!!!

The OFFER is only valid until 22.11.2021!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

everyone. Here comes a unique, rare and very beautiful offer!!!
A Checker Station Wagon, which is still disassembled. However, the 
frame is sandblasted and painted, the body is painted in beautiful 
turquoise/old white color, a The car has a powerful V8 engine with 
enough horsepower. The Checker Company back then gave 1/2 
million miles of warranty on the car.

I’ve wanted to assemble the car for a few years now, but I can’t get 
to it. And time is running out for me. The car is complete to my 
knowledge, because that’s what it was before I disassembled it. The 
car is cleared, so there are no costs due to import duty.

If you want to have more pictures, please report. There is also a 
large warehouse with checker parts. If something is missing during 
assembly, you can fall back on it. But the warehouse does not belong 
to the car! There are a lot of new parts, often double or triple. The 
warehouse is worth over 5 000.– € without exaggeration.

I also have a 12 Passenger Aerobus checker, restored, painted in 
pearly and great leather interior.
With TÜV for only 49 500.– Euro

All cars can be visited in 88069 Tettnang.

EN-88069 Tettnang

Phone: +49 (0)171 8518787
24

Checker Wagon 6,500 €
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Checker Aerobus V-8, up to 12 people, 8 doors, H-approved, 3x electric sliding glass roof, the vehicle was completely rebuilt and restored a few years ago 
(restoration costs over 80,000 euros) – the interior with the finest leather equipped, 3-electric sliding glass roofs were installed to provide enough light and 
sufficient air supply. The vehicle has power steering. This is an absolutely original vehicle, of which only a few copies still exist, H approval and TÜV new … All 
information on the vehicles we have posted on our website without guarantee. Spelling mistakes, errors excepted-subject to prior sale. PAYMENT AND 
EXCHANGES ARE ALSO POSSIBLE.

Price €49,990
Vehicle condition Accident-free
Category Van / Minibus, Oldtimer
Mileage 1,000 km
Cubic capacity 5,137 cm³
Achievement 149 kW (203 HP)
Fuel type Petrol
Number of seats 12
Number of doors 6/7
Transmission Automatic
Initial registration 07/1964
Number of vehicle owners 2
HU New
Paint (owner) pearly white
Colour White Metallic
Interior Full leather, Black
Link to German automotive website

Andere Checker Aerobus H-Zulassung Restauriert 12Pers. als Van/Kleinbus in Langenargen am Bodensee (mobile.de

https://suchen.mobile.de/fahrzeuge/details.html?id=331079041&utm_source=com.apple.UIKit.activity.PostToFacebook&utm_medium=ios&fbclid=IwAR2NX3SIDX5F4_vGe9S_0BNHdP84VeVog4Ylsp4Et_z--SK40uaMmyKv-8w
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1972 Military / Checker Cab M-105 · Driven NaN

miles Nice enclosed, lockable Field kitchen mess 

trailer original.

Link to Facebook 

(1) Marketplace - 1972 Military / Checker Cab M-105 | 
Facebook

(5) Marketplace - 1972 Chevrolet Classic · Sedan 4D | Facebook

1972 Checker Sedan 4D

Driven 90,000 miles
Automatic transmission
Exterior color: Black · Interior color: Grey

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/755071061787556/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3Af1053d49-4b38-4fb0-92a3-d03f40f74a45
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/496034428118852/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3A178ab074-e7b4-4362-9c22-90fb250b319d
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1976 Checker Marathon A11 for sale.  Original V6, about 

51k miles Price negotiable Interior is excellent Runs great 

$6800 obo

(5) Marketplace - 1976 Checker Marathon A11 | Facebook

That’s right! A Checker cab. Although this one was never 
a cab. If you would like a huge, tank of a car that’s not 
the fastest car on the block, the Checker is right for you. 
This one I brought here to Lincoln from the East Coast, 
and are not much of a common sight in these parts. The 
interior is in good condition, and under the hood sports a 
4.1 liter, inline six GM engine. She has some rust present, 
but she runs and drives excellent. This car would make 
someone a unique restoration project.I got some extra 
parts Asking $4000 obo call (402) 840-9891

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/297727565200276/?rid=361639175751384&ad_id&rt=1&refID=0&refType=0
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Magnificently restored 1976 Checker Marathon. One owner, my wife drove the kids around town
and to and from school. In 2018 the car was completely restored including many special 
features found in the most luxurious cars today. The entire interior and headliner are covered in 
premium cashmere tinted had sewn premium leather. A concert sound entertainment system 
was installed. Premium audio & video components include a Pioneer Multimedia Navigation 
Receiver, NexD 6 Channel Amplifier, Pioneer Rear View Camera, Movies to Go by Voxx Overhead 
LCD Monitor with DVD player, iPhone hook up capability and four Bluetooth controlled 
headphones. Many more features included. 

1976 Checker Marathon | Hemmings Motor News

https://www.hemmings.com/classifieds/cars-for-sale/checker/marathon/2527891.html


Gateway Classic Cars of Atlanta is proud to offer this 
1982 Checker Marathon for sale. The Checker 
Marathon was produced by the Checker Motors 
Corporation of Kalamazoo, Michigan, between 1961 
and 1982. It was marketed as a passenger car for 
consumers, as opposed to the similar Taxi, which 
was aimed at fleet buyers. 1982 marked the last 
year for production of the infamous Checker. The 
1982 we are offering here is rather special, stating it 
appeared on the tv show Phantom Works. This 
Marathon has been a civilian model its whole life 
and has been in possession of the current owner for 
22 years. The engine was replaced in 1999 with a 
smooth Chevy 350 V8 equipped with a 4-barrel carb 
and a GM Turbo-Hydramatic 400 automatic 
transmission. The car underwent a bit of restoration 
in 2009, being re-upholstered and paint by 
FantomWorks in Norfolk, VA. The Light Blue exterior 
presents well and looks sharp with the White top. 
The Checker Marathon is getting harder to find 
especially one that did not serve duty as a taxi cab.
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Currently available in Hyde Park, New York.
Link to the Facebook Marketplace Advertisement.

(2) Marketplace – 1982 Other Other | Facebook

For sale my 1975 checker im 2nd owner im taking my best offer to 
june 31 itd california car. No rust. For sale my 1975 checker im 2nd 
owner im taking my best offer to june 31 itd california car. No rust 
tks. 15000 dlls.
(1) Marketplace – For sale my 1975 checker im 2nd owner im taking 
my best offer to june 31 itd california car. No rust | Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/2634748216828956/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3A9ba73988-ffb1-4a0e-8eb6-8a1443762635
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/538222980515490/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3A32dc2bfd-164f-416c-8199-1621896d30ed
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(5) Marketplace - Checker cab | Facebook

Has a running 250 inline six , body has rust but repairable . 
Clear title cash or trade
Link to Facebook Marketplace

(5) Marketplace - 1966 Checkered cab Marathon | Facebook

1966 Checkered cab marathon. Looking to sell or trade. 
For trade: really cool stuff, motorcycles, scooters, 
classics etc. The car has a clean title and was driving 
when parked. Needs a battery and a carrier bearing for 
the driveline, both are super easy fixes and not very 
expensive. This car is sold as is, it is a project. $2500.00

Link to Facebook Marketplace

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/1855275358008662/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3Aeee35522-468e-4ede-9817-fe329a4c81b3
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/424485275478104/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3Aafa684aa-2cab-4903-89bf-34268733569a
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This is a 1964 Checker Mathon civilian model runs great 
ready to drive but could use some minor fixes new interior 
original engine and transmission engine is a 230 inline 6 i
think the transmission is a hydramatic half stick half 
automatic i have the original title and original keys in hand.

Link to Facebook Marketplace

(4) Marketplace - 1964 Chevrolet Classic | Facebook

1978 Checker Cab for sale in Brooklyn, NY (autoblog.com)

Benedetto's Classics
Brooklyn, NY

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/328119445690168/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3A4abd3d06-5609-4372-a0e1-dfb88a564d6f
https://www.autoblog.com/cars-for-sale-detail--4568708777656499025-Checker-Cab-1978
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You are looking at a very rare and hard to come by 1979 CMC Checker motor corporation, Marathon car. The car comes with a Factory original 
chevy 350 motor with 4 barrel carb. The car has automatic transmission. The car has a salvage title for minor fender bender accident. As you can 
see in the pictures, there was no major damage done to the car. The motor and transmission are in great condition. The car runs and drives and has 
23k miles. Will come with custom 22″ rims. The body does need tlc as the paint job is not the greatest and has come surface rust that needs 
attention, but overall its a great car. The car is nice and has that classic 1950s style. Very big and roomy inside . If your looking for a rare classic car, 
then this is the car for you. Im looking for serious buyers with cash on hand. So

Call me (626) 409-3000



End Photo

A Chicago Checker 

Model G Taxicab, 

Oswald Mosley and his 

first wife, Lady Cynthia 

Curzon in 1926. 

Mosley founded the 

British Union of 

Fascists in 1932 and 

was imprisoned by the 

British government 

from 1940 to 1943.


